Report on TeaCAT Workshop held on
16th February, 2016 at TTRI, TRA,
Jorhat, Assam
A half day workshop was organised to showcase the prototype of TeaCAT (Tea Climate Advisory
Tool) to a selected group of representatives of the industry and selected Advisory Officers from
various Advisory Centres of Tea Research Association. The workshop was organised jointly by Tocklai
Tea Research Association and University of Southampton, UK. The workshop was attended by fifteen
participants’ including advisory officers from North Bank, Upper Assam, South Bank and Cachar
Advisory Centres of Tea Research Association and industry representatives from North Bank, Upper
Assam and South bank region. The workshop was inaugurated by the Director, Deputy Director (R)
and Deputy Director (ASA). The workshop started with a presentation of the project background and
the modelling results by the project PI from India followed by a demonstration of TeaCAT by Mr.
Jason Sadler, Research Fellow from University of Southampton, UK. Some screenshots from the
prototype are appended to this report. The presentation was followed by a detailed discussion and
feedback from each participant which was recorded by Ms. Philippa Edwards and Ms. Sukanya D.
Saikia, JRF of the project. The major points which came up during the discussion are summarised
below:
Concern from participants about the climate data used for analysis:






Resolution of met data, given the variability across small areas;
Soil variation across small distances, with different responses to rain/temp
Small number of variables used for models/advice; soil types humidity and sunshine hours
are three crucial factors and should have been taken into consideration.
Use of models to generate advice across a region, where there was so much inter-region,
even inter-garden variation in conditions.
Genotype of plants, pruning technique, development program of individual garden, cropping
pattern, treatment at field condition should be incorporated.

In response it was explained:







the best resolution long term climate data variables available were used;
a number of variable conditions were analysed and the result indicated which were
significant;
there are no soil or other complex data records available over a 10 year period and these are
essential to produce a climate model;
the model is necessarily basic given the difficulty of the task and lack of long term data;
there is potential to expand the model with more variables and to make it more
sophisticated, but this would be outside the scope of what is possible within a 2 year
research project;
Future data collection would only be useful after a long period of constant collection, in a
number of locations.
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The planters liked the concept about TeaCAT, however some concerns were raised:




Some of the advice seemed correct/logical, but other advice didn’t make sense;
The advice made statements in the tool about the effect on yield of certain climatic
conditions within certain months, but didn’t suggest specific measures to take in response;
Weather forecast information coupled with the Climate Advisory Tool would also improve its
usefulness.

In response it was explained:



The advice was derived from interpretation of model outputs, with no expert or value
judgement applied, seemingly conflicting advice can be investigated further and statements
refined.
There is great potential to further develop the system into a Decision Support System, with
localised information, management advice, forecasting, etc, and this should be the focus of a
future funded project.

The planters generally concluded that the TeaCAT prototypeseemed a good starting point and a 1st
approach in the tea sector, would potentially be useful to them alongside existing tools they use and
appeared attractive and user friendly. But incorporation of complex functionality of a full Decision
Support System (DSS) is desirable with the following modules:


Future effect on yield (during the plucking cycle) based on forecast data available from
Accuweather or IMD.



Package of practices (short term and long term) in case of negative effect on yield due to
adverse climatic condition, practices for exporting gardens to adhere to requirement for
international market.



Forecast on pest infestation based on future climatic condition.



Incorporation of advice and decision support for Small Tea Growers (STGs) as they are
presently a major contributor to the production.

They also felt that having such tools developed and delivered by TRA with its research partners, used
collaboratively across the industry, was a positive model.
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Appendix I –TeaCAT prototype screenshots
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Appendix II – Selected clips from the TeaCAT Workshop
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